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Today’s Discussion
• Role of the Coach
• Defining Practice-Based Coaching
• Coaching Challenges and Strategies
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The External Coach
• Linked to an outside agency/team to ensure
that training is translated to practice
• Works directly with teachers and/or teams to
ensure implementation fidelity
• Facilitate the collection of data to use for
decision making and evaluating
outcomes

Implementation of Coaching

External
Coach
• All internal coaches use
research‐based
strategies to support
adult learning and
professional
development

Quality
Coaching

Quality
Teaching
• All teachers and staff
use Recommended
Practices

• All children are engaged
and learning

Quality
Learning
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The Internal Coach
• Develops a coaching relationship with the
teacher or practitioner
• Provides frequent coaching sessions and
monitors teacher’s growth with
implementation
• Guides professional development
experiences to assist the teacher
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Where do you stand?

Let’s discuss
some of our
perspectives
about coaching.

Where do you stand
• The primary goal of coaching is to provide teachers with
emotional support and opportunities for reflection about their
work
• Coaching works best if the person providing coaching
support does not have a supervisory relationship with the
teacher
• Providing corrective feedback is not an appropriate coaching
practice
• In coaching, the teacher should set the agenda for all
activities
• Coaching works best if the person providing coaching lets
the coaching agenda develop organically through the
relationship with the teacher
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Coaching
• Coaching Is
– Collaborative
– Interactive
– Focused on skillbuilding
– Reliant on observation
and feedback
– Goal-directed
– Outcomes-driven

• Coaching Is Not
– Just providing
advice/tips
– Supervision
– Modeling
– Training with
classroom observation

Practice-Based Coaching
Practice-Based Coaching is a cyclical process for
supporting practitioners’ use of effective
teaching practices that lead to positive outcomes for
children. The coaching-cycle components are
(1) planning goals and action steps,
(2) engaging in focused observation, and
(3) reflecting on and sharing feedback
about teaching practices. Practice-Based Coaching
occurs within the context of a collaborative
partnership.
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Practice-Based Coaching*
FRAMEWORK

Recommended
Practices

*Adapted from the National Center for Quality Teaching and Learning, 2012
http://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/hslc/ttasystem/teaching/center/development/coaching.html
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Practice-Based Coaching model is adapted with permission from
coaching models that have been empirically examined and have
promising evidence to support the efficacy of the model to support
effective teaching practices that lead to positive outcomes for children
(IES research grants R324A070008, R324A070212, R324A110173).
The National Center on Quality Teaching and Learning has developed
materials and guidance for defining and implementing Practice-Based
Coaching.
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What Skills/Competencies are Needed
by a Coach?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jot down your list of 10
characteristics, skills, or
knowledge

Characteristics of a Collaborative
Partnership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared understanding about the goals of coaching
Shared focus on Professional Development
Posture of support
Rapport and trust
Choice
Ongoing communication and support
Celebrations
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Building Relationships/Developing
Coaching Partnerships
•
•
•
•

Orientation to coaching
Focus for professional development
Clarifying expectations
Review of agency/program policies and
procedures related to coaching issues
• Establishing a good sense of individual
provider’s strengths, learning style,
culture and needs

Developing Coaching Partnerships (cont.)
• Willing to partner, not coerced
• View coaching as beneficial
• Understand coaching will be support, not
evaluation
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Coaching & Supervision
Establish coaching as a
“Safe Place”
– Non-evaluative
environment
– Strong collaborative
partnership
– Clearly defined roles
– Transparent data
collection

Coaching Agreement

18
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Shared Goals and Action
Planning
• Identify, clarify, and
verify goals
• Goals that are specific,
observable, and
achievable
• Action plan to guide
collaborative coaching
partnerships

Goal Setting
• Goal setting refers to a collaborative process in
which a teacher & coach select and write goals
based on identified needs
• Well‐written goals facilitate coaching
• Goals should be specific, observable, &
achievable within a defined time frame
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Information Might Be
Gathered About
1. how often a teaching practice is used (frequency)
2. how well a teaching practice is implemented
(quality)
3. how confident a teacher is when using a teaching
practice (self-efficacy)
4. what a teacher believes about how a practice
impacts children’s learning (teacher beliefs)

What kinds of goals are we
talking about?
• In practice‐based coaching, shared goals should
be focused on:
– A teaching practice or set of teaching practices
that support child learning
– Supporting a teacher’s confidence and
competence to use these practices
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RP²: “What” of Goal Setting
• Teacher’s identified goals
– From training discussions
– From program discussions
• Program identified goals
• Classroom observation = RP²OS‐C
• Support related to individual children/families
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RP²: “How” of Goal Setting
• Collaborative: Coach brings information and observation and the
teacher has information and observations
• Choice: A discussion results in pinpointing goals that the teacher
wants to address or agrees might be a priority
• Focused: A small set (2 or 3) of achievable goals are identified
Tools to use:
– Teacher brings initial goals from the practitioner training
– Coach has data from the RP²OS‐C to share and use

24
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Using the RP² Observation Scale
• Why
– Provides a global assessment of teacher strengths in
using RP
– Provides information on where to begin with coaching that
might be used by coach in discussion about action plan
goals
• How
– Complete after sufficient observation to see a full day of
classroom activities
– Conduct observation and ask interview questions
– Take notes on what you see and score later
• When
– Before Coaching Begins; At the end of the school year
26
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Recommended Practices Observation Scale – Classroom (RP² OS-C)

Sample Family Practice and Indicators
Practice
6. Practitioners and the family work together to create outcomes or goals, develop
individualized plans, and implement practices that address the family’s priorities and
concerns and the child’s strengths and needs. (F4) – INTERVIEW
• Practitioner discusses with the family which of their everyday activities, routines
or opportunities they think the family could use to promote the child’s learning
outcomes or goals for child’s learning.
• Practitioner and family observe the child in multiple contexts to identify the child’s
interests, strengths, and challenges in learning activities in order to develop
plans/goals and learning activities.
• Practitioner helps the family identify and use learning activities that address the
family’s priorities and concerns and the child’s strengths.

Indicators

28
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DEC Recommended Practice Products

29

Example of a
Performance Checklist

Each checklist is
formatted in the same
way for consistency
across topic areas
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Goals

Action Plan

An action plan is developed to support the
achievement of goals throughout the
coaching process

What is an Action Plan?
• An action plan is a “working” document that describes:
– Goal(s) that will be the immediate focus of coaching
– Planned actions or action steps for supporting the
teacher to use the teaching practice(s)
– Explicit statement about when the goal will be
achieved
• An action plan might include supports or resources
needed and a timeframe for completion
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Example Format

Adapted from: Steps to Success. (2005) Professional development plan. Resource for Steps to Success:
An Instructional Design for Early Literacy Mentor-Coaches in Head Start and Early Head Start. Available
from HHS/ACF/ACYF/HSB at http://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/hslc/hs/resources/video/STS

Example Format
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Data and Priorities: You Observe Emily
1. Practitioners, with the family, identify skills to target for instruction that help a
child be adaptive, competent, socially connected, and engaged and that
promote learning within and across activities and routines that occur in natural
and inclusive environments.
• Emily has two children who struggle with engagement and have more
intensive learning needs (Krissy and Logan). She is unsure about how to
support them. There is not a written plan for what skills will be taught within
activities or how to support their engagement.
2. Practitioners gather and use data to inform decisions about individualized
instruction.
• Emily does not gather information or data systematically on individual
children with intensive needs.
• TS Gold is used to track the progress of all children, but data are not
reviewed regularly and decisions for changes in support/instruction made
using the data

35

Emily wants to learn
• How to structure circle time so that Krissy and
Logan are actively engaged
• How to use peer-mediated strategies so that Krissy
and Logan are interacting with other children during
center time and increase their language, social
interactions, and appropriate play with toys

36
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What might be initial goals?
• Think about your observation and what Emily wants
to learn how to do.
• Write down 2 possible action plan goals.
• Be prepared to share back your suggestions of
what might be appropriate action plan goals and
how you selected them.
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Shared Goals and
Action Planning support…
• What the coach will focus on
during observations
• What the teacher will do in
his/her classroom when the
coach is or is not present
• What the teacher and coach
will discuss during a debrief
meeting (i.e., reflection and
feedback)
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ectacenter.org/decrp

Practice Guide
Description of the Practice
Video example of the Practice
Performing the Practice

Illustrative vignette

Recognizing success
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ectacenter.org/decrp

FOCUSED OBSERVATIONS support…
• What the coach will
deliver feedback about
• What the coach and
teacher will reflect on
• The teacher’s
continued progress
towards goals
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Key Ideas for FOCUSED OBSERVATION
• Includes gathering and
recording information
• Observation focus is
guided by current action
plan
• Might also include
providing additional
support during time in
classroom

What Makes an Observation “Focused”?
• Always includes:
• Gathering information guided by current action
plan goal
• Recording information, being mindful about what
you are seeing – take notes, reflect, begin to plan
feedback
• Might also include:
• Providing targeted, hands‐on support or modeling
during a live observation to help implement action
plan goal by using other coaching strategies (e.g.,
prompting, gesturing, reflective conversation,
problem‐solving)
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Why Focus?
• Helps action plan “come alive” and become a
vehicle for reflection and feedback
• Helps you provide richer, more detailed feedback on
specific action plan goals
• Goal is targeted behavior change
– Small steps work best

During the Observation
• Start your process of reflecting on what you saw
• Decide
• What support is needed next?
• What feedback are you going to provide?
–Supportive and constructive
• Any reminders needed for previously met
goals?
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• Time spent
• Observation
• Debriefing
• Observation focus
• What I observed
• What I want to
share
• Follow up needed

Coaching Strategies ‐ Observation
• Watch teacher and take detailed
•
notes
•
• Collect data
•
• Engage in a problem‐solving
•
discussion
•
• Engage in a reflective conversation
•
• Review goals
•
• Update action plan progress
•
• Provide supportive and constructive*
•
performance feedback (verbal or
graphic)
• Deliver side‐by‐side support (verbal
or gestural)

Model target practices
Role‐play
Videotape teacher
Review teacher’s video
Share a video demonstration
Help teachers use / interpret data
Provide materials or resources
Modify environmental arrangement
Provide other help in classroom
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Reflection and Feedback
• Supports the
implementation of new
practices
• Guides the precision of
new practices
• Provides
encouragement and
support for the adult
learner in the
movement towards
fluency

Who Reflects
• Teacher
– Guided by the coach to reflect on events,
activities, efforts, child response, growth in
practices, etc.
• Coach
– Observation of teacher effort, behavior,
skills, activities and child response, etc.
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Format for Reflection and Feedback
• Open meeting (positive, social greeting)
• Summarize observation and encourage
reflection
• Supportive performance feedback
• Constructive performance feedback
• Targeted support
• Support for planned actions
• End meeting

Reflection
• Encourage, affirm & acknowledge
– Strengths-based
• Conversational & reciprocal
– Open-ended prompts
– Then provide structured feedback based on
reflection
– Grounded in data/observation
– Connected to action plan
– Combine challenges and support
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Reflection Starter Phrases
• Objective Questions
– What happen when______?
– What have you tried with_____?
• Interpretive Questions
– Why do you think_____?
– What do you think would happen if_____?
• Comparative Questions
– Know that, what would you do next time_____?
– How did that compare to_____?

Feedback
• Encourage, affirm & acknowledge
– Strengths-based
– Direct, specific, and nonattributive
• Conversational & reciprocal
– But grounded in data/observation
– Connected to action plan
– Reflective questions can help
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Types of feedback
• Supportive Feedback
– Related to implementation of coached practices or
general positive aspects of teacher’s behavior;
reference observation or action plan goal
• Constructive Feedback
– Related to ways to improve implementation
precision, fluency, or match to child need
• Data-based Feedback
– Provides feedback that is objective and anchored
in the teacher’s practice
– Provides a measure of growth
– Opens the door for a range of conversations

Nonattributive Feedback
• Attributive
– You are so patient
– You are so thoughtful
– I love how creative you
are, the art activity was
great

• NonAttributive
– You waited 10 seconds for
Emily to get the puzzle
piece in and when she did
it, she was so proud
– I saw that you thanked
your teaching assistant for
helping several times. That
provides a great model for
the children
– Using the glitter with the
paper flowers and
photographs really kept all
the children engaged in the
activity
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Coaching Strategies - Debriefing
• Watch teacher and take detailed
notes
• Collect data
• Engage in a problem-solving
discussion
• Engage in a reflective
conversation
• Review goals
• Update action plan progress
• Provide performance feedback
(verbal or graphic)
• Deliver side-by-side support
(verbal or gestural)

• Model target practices
• Role-play
• Videotape teacher
• Review teacher’s video
• Share a video demonstration
• Help teachers use / interpret
data
• Provide materials or resources
• Modify environmental
arrangement
• Provide other help in classroom

Learning Lab:
Exploring Coaching for Practice Change
May - August 2017
1.

Implementing Coaching for Practice Change: Innovations for
the delivery of coaching
o May 1: Information and Knowledge Development
o May 22: Follow-up discussion of issues and strategies

2.

Coaching for Practice Change: Statewide implementation,
systems considerations and examples
o June 12: Information and Knowledge Development
o June 19: Follow-up discussion of issues and strategies

3.

Coaching for Practice Change: Considerations for local and
regional programs
o July 24: Information and Knowledge Development
o July 31: Follow-up discussion of issues and strategies

4.

Data Decision-Making and the Implementation of PracticeBased Coaching
o August 14: Information and Knowledge Development
o August 28: Follow-up discussion of issues and strategies

http://ectacenter.org/~calls/2017/learninglab.asp
58
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